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Version Log

The version log describes the changes between versions of this document.

DescriptionRelease DatePart Number
First version for GA.2015-031.0
Updated for Infor Ming.le 12 (M3 13.3)2016-052.0
Updated for M3 13.42016-093.0
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1Where to look for information

Where to look for information
Throughout this release notes, references to specific documents and Knowledge Base articles may be
provided to help you locate more detailed information.

Product documentation is available on the Infor Xtreme portal.

• You can find documentation posted to the product records on the Download Products page. Look
here first for installation guides and release notes.

• You can browse or search for product documentation on the Documentation page.

For questions or feedback, email documentation@infor.com.

Documentation updates
The following updates to documentation are included with this release.

DescriptionDocument Name

This documentInfor Enterprise Search for M3 Release Notes

Installation and configuration instruction for
Enterprise Search for M3 Business Engine

Infor Enterprise Search for M3 Installation Guide

Installation and Basic usage of the MIM toolM3 Interest Center Manager Installation Guide
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2General information

Scope of this release
Infor Enterprise Search for M3 11.0 is a minor release including new features and corrections.

Restrictions
Search is only enabled on database as of base install. Changes applied in a database (such as IEP,
corrections, country version data, and customer modifications) are not searchable unless Search
metadata is manually updated using M3 Interest Center Manager (MIM).

MIM requires the Infor product M3 Metadata Publisher.

Enterprise Search for M3 10.1:

• RedHat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) is not supported.

• KeySearch: Follow the instructions in the M3 BE Support for Key Search in LES - IEP1 ReadMe
document to activate Key Search. The document is available on Industry Component - M3 10.1
other industries (MI3) or Industry Component - ESMR (MI2) respectively.

Note: This product requires EventHub version 2.0.20 or later. EventHub is delivered as part of the Grid
Extensions package which is delivered with both Infor ION Grid and Lawson Grid. This product also
requires Java version 1.7 (latest available update).

Upgrade paths
Upgrade from Lawson Enterprise Search (LES) or ION Enterprise Search (IES) is not supported. Infor
Enterprise Search for M3 11.0.x requires a new installation.
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3Availability overview

Language availability
Online help and documents are all in US English. Languages below only refer to software integrated
text on panels. For contracting details on languages, please refer to license agreement.

Available languages in Smart Office UI

CommentsAvailable Languages

English (default)

Simplified Chinese

Czech

German

Danish

Spanish

Finnish

French

Hungarian

Italian

Japanese

Dutch

Norwegian

Polish

Portuguese

Swedish
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Available languages in Infor Ming.le™ UI

CommentsAvailable Languages

English (default)

Simplified Chinese

German

Danish

Spanish

Finnish

French

Hungarian

Italian

Japanese

Dutch

Norwegian

Polish

Portuguese

Swedish
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4Compatibility

Required software components

CommentsSupported
versions

Software component

RHEL not supported in M3 10.1 (M3
BE 14.1.2).

Windows Server
2008 R2

Windows Server
2012 R2

Operating System

Red Hat
Enterprise Linux 6.
5

13.4.0M3 Core Infrastructure and Technology

13.3.0

Minimum 11. 1.1111.1.xInfor ION Grid

Minimum 1.7 update 21, 64-bit1.8.xJava Developer Kit

1.7.x

10.1.11.0Lawson Grid

The minimum required version for
LifeCycle Manager are 9.1.13 for LCM
9 and 10.1.2.0 for LCM 10.

9.1.x

10.1.x

LifeCycle Manager

Minimum version 2.0.202.0.xEvent Hub
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CommentsSupported
versions

Software component

15.1.4M3 Business Engine

15.1.3

15.1.2

15.1.1

14.1.2

9.1.8.2M3 Foundation

10.1.2.0

10.1.1.0

10.1.0.0

Related software components

CommentsSupported versionsSoftware component

10.2.xInfor Smart Office

10.1.x

Infor Ming.le is optional, unless global
search for H5 is required.

11.1

11.0

Infor Ming.le

Infor Ming.le 12 is provided as Xi
Platform.

12.x

10.1.xM3 Metadata Publisher

9.2.x
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5Feature changes

Possibility to sort search result by using content of multiple fields
searched table

Possibility to sort a search result by multiple fields in a hierarchy.Description

Previously, it was only possible to sort a search result by using a single
sort field.

Background

The sorting is performed by adding additional information to the search
string.

Solution

An example of such a search can be:

STAT:[20 TO 80] SortBy:RESP,ITNO - Searches item master for
active items.

The result is sorted first according to the ID, and then, by item number.
Sorting is controlled by the keyword:

SortBy:xxxx,yyyy,!zzzz

Where xxxx,yyyy and zzzz (comma-separated), are replaced by the 4
characters of the M3 BE field name specified in sorting.

The default sorting is always done in an ascending order unless the !-sign
is set prior to the search field, it is then done in a descending order for that
field.

Also note that all the fields to be sorted by must exist in the main table of
the function (the one defined in function CMS021).

All single term fields can directly be used for sorting but fields containing
multiple words like name and descriptions has to be set as sortable in the
IES metadata (edited through the MIM-tool). This will limit the search ability
of these fields. If not set as sortable then the result is sorted by any word
in them (meaning name John Adams is displayed before Ann Smith). This
functionality requires minimum M3 BE foundation version 10.1.3 (M3 13.
3) and IES version 11

6671Net Change ID
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Ability to sort search results in ascending or descending order

It is now possible to select the sorting order of the search results. For
example, in an API-call or search in function, you can select if the results
are sorted in ascending or descending order

Description

Previously, it was only possible to sort a search by an ascending sorting
when doing a search from for instance an API.

Background

The selection of descending or ascending sorting is performed by adding
additional information to the sort field. The ascending sort is default and

Solution

no additional information is needed. For descending sort an ! is added
before the field name.

An example of such a search can be:

STAT:[20 TO 80] SortBy:!RESP - Searches item master for active
items. Result is sorted in descending order of the ID of the responsible
person

STAT:[20 TO 80] SortBy:RESP - Searches item master for active
items. Results are sorted in ascending order of the ID of the responsible
person. Please note that a descending sort is much more performance
intense than an ascending sort and the response time will be severely
reduced. Please note that this functionality requires minimum M3 BE
foundation version 10.1.3 (M3 13.3).

6670Net Change ID

Simplified installation of Enterprise Search for M3

In earlier versions, Enterprise Search for M3 came in two components.
First the base IES that was a separate installation package with a separate

Background

installation guide. It was also found on a separate download record on
download center. Then the IES plug-in for M3 Business Engine that was
its own installation package with a separate installation guide.
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Infor Enterprise Search for M3 11.0 offers a simplified installation with just
one installation package. Trusted connection between IES and M3 BE is

Solution

set by the installation programs. This has to be done manually outside the
installation in earlier versions.

There less manual work and less fields to fill in the Installation wizard.
LifeCycle Manager (LCM) is still used for installation. Infor also introducing
a CCSS channel for this product named M3_IES_11.0. where fix packs/
patches will be available for download.

6922Net Change ID

Global search for data in multiple M3 companies/divisions

Global search in the Infor Ming.le plug-in (M3 H5 UI) has changed behavior
regarding searching in other M3 companies/division than default of user.

Description

Previously, a user could only search within the same company/division.Background

The global search in IES Infor Ming.le plug-in has been changed to allow
the search in other M3 Companies/Divisions than the default settings of

Solution

the user in M3. The search is done by adding the company and/or division
to the search string. This search must include the field names according
to the below examples:

yyy CONO:abc DIVI:aaa

Where yyy is the search string used. "abc" as well as "aaa" is replaced by
relevant Company and Division.

Note:  The user has to be authorized for the searched Company and
Division in order for any data to be presented.

If a search is done without the Company (Field CONO) and Division (Field
DIVI) then the default company/division of the user (set in M3 program
MNS150) is used for the search. Please also note that with a search of a
different Company/Division then the user is currently logged into in M3
then drill back links will not work. If a drill back is used in this scenario, an
error message is displayed that user has to log into company/division xyz.

0Net Change ID
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Search strings can now retrieve values from form fields in Smart
Office 10.2.1

An enhancement has been done where the used search string automatically
retrieves values from a selected line in the list or from fields in the panel

Description

header. This can be used to store search strings in the toolbox area to
create simple drill around searches of the displayed data.

Previous versions of the UI could not retrieve information from the panel
header to be used in search string. It could however use data in a selected
line.

Background

The used search string can now retrieve information directly from a selected
line in the list or from fields in the panel header.

Solution

When creating a search string using this information, it should be entered
in the same format as the user fields, meaning <ITNO> or <WBITNO>
specifies an exact field to be used if same 4 character field name is used
multiple times.

In the case of same field exists multiple times then the following applies:

• The selected list line has the highest priority. If multiple lines are
selected, then first line is selected. If same field exists multiple times
in single line then the first occurrence is displayed (left most).

• If the field found appears multiple times in header then first (upper, left
most displayed).

• From drop downs in the header, only the base value is used, meaning
10 = preliminary then only 10 is used in the search. Same rule applies
for personalizations.

• If the field found in panel/list has higher priority than from user log on.
If field should be taken from user log in then the user should enter the
terms like <currentDIVI> * If field not found then set value to blank.

• Hidden fields in the panel cannot be used.

For example, you can with this enhancement create a powerful drill around
in OIS301 where the user searches for orders of a specific item, in selected
facility and within selected status range. The used query string is then
defined as:

ORST:[<WFORST> TO <WTORST>] ITNO:<ITNO> FACI:<FACI>

6813Net Change ID
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